
___ 22.) (1pt)Which one of the following is the correct equation for velocity vs. time in a quartet? (think patterns and the units have 
          to work)  a.)  v = vo     b.)  v = vt + vo      c.)  v = at2 + vot      d.)  v = jt + vo      e.)  v = 1/3 jt3 +  vo      f.)  v = at + 1/2 jt2 + vo   

25.) (10pts)

30pts
8:

23.) Neutron Stars:  a.) (2pts)Why did Jocelyn Bell see a blip blip blip on her screen?   Add a labeled drawing: 
b.) (2pts)What do electrons do to 
protons inside a large star 
when it implodes due to the 
overwhelming gravity?              
c.) (1pts) Write the nuclear equation: ______ +____--->____
24.) (3pts) Write the 6 general equations that would go with a sextet:  

x (position) =  _________________________       j  (jerk) =  ____________________________ 

v (velocity) =  _________________________     sn (snap) =  ___________________________ 

a (acceleration) =   _______________________  cr (crackle) =   _________________________ 

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

RAW PENCIL PTS: _________  +  RED PEN PTS:  _________ =  TOTAL PTS _________ / 60pts   
P h y s i c s               name ___________________________________________               period _____
60pt THT 2 - Part 2 (Slopes, Areas, Trios,Beautiful Pats,Orange Kin          (10/2-11/8)/17 
Complete at least 1.5 sides worth of work of this Take Home Test before your group work on Tribe Day so you participate and ask good 
questions in your tribe’s discussion instead of just copying down what others wrote, I score this below at the beginning of your tribe work.

       Pretribe Pts:      0/15       up to 5/15         10/15          15/15        
                             (no work)            (.1-.5 side)              (1 side)              (1.5 sides)       

26pts

26.)(8pts)

27.) (8pts) When you hit the "ludicrous" button in the The Tesla Model S P85D, it immediately accelerates  at a rate of 
571 m/min/sec.   If the car holds this acceleration for 4.0 seconds, how many yards will you have moved?  Hint: This 
requires one of the orange equations to solve.  

=



28.) (3pts) A particle confined to motion along the x axis 
moves with constant acceleration from x = 2.0 m to 
x = 8.0 m during a 2.5 sec time interval. The velocity of the 
particle at x = 2.0 m is 2.8 m/s. What is the acceleration during 
this time interval?  What is your isolated variable equation?
Required labeled drawing:

___ 31.) (4pts)A shopping cart is given an initial velocity of 2.0 m/s and has a   
     constant acceleration of 3.0 m/s/s. What is the cart’s displacement during  
     the first 4.0 s of its motion? a.) 12 m  b.) 32 m  c.) 55 m  d.) 74 m   e.)  84 m    
     Required labeled drawing: 

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of givens go in these boxes

Answer:

Required Labeled 
Drawing:

Symbol thoughts  . . .  no numbers or units.Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:
∆x =

34pts

29.) (7pts) Driving down I-35,  Slappy the Clown and Crazy Joe 
see a Krispie Kreme Donuts.  Slappy slams on the brakes and in 
6.0 seconds, he slows the 1999 Ford Escort down from 80 miles 
per hour to 20 miles per hour as he approaches the upcoming 
exit. Plot the trio.    
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Don't forget to look over the history for another possible +10 bonus (or minus 10pts) and for goodness sakes, bring a calculator with you to the test.

32.) (4pts)Baker Mayfield, moving at 4.0 yds/sec up the field, accelerates 
at 2.0yds/s/s for 15 yds.  How many yds/sec is he now moving?
Required 
labeled 
drawing: 

30.) Plot the graphs below to determine . . .
a.) (4pts)the bullet's speed through the barrel                            
 b.) (4pts) the length of the barrel 
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26pts

27.) (8pts) When you hit the "ludicrous" button in the The Tesla Model S P85D, it immediately accelerates  at a rate of 
571 m/min/sec.   If the car holds this acceleration for 4.0 seconds, how many yards will you have moved?  Hint: This 
requires one of the orange equations to solve.  


